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Abstract―At present, Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are playing more and more
significant role in military and civil operations in Hungary. A well-used meteorological
support system is essential during the planning and executing phases of different UAS
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missions. In the present work, the structure of an applied analog statistical and a WRFbased numerical forecast system is to be introduced with special regards to aviation
meteorological factors, such as visibility, ceiling, turbulence, icing, etc. Within such a
system, it is very important to generate an accurate short-time visibility prediction. In
order to develop such forecasts, we combined an analogy based statistical approach to a
high-resolution numerical model for visibility prediction, which are currently available as
a hybrid visibility prediction for the regions of four main airports in Hungary. On the
other hand, we also present the first Hungarian Unmanned Meteorological Aircraft
System (HUMAS). In our case study, the HUMAS measurements are compared to
dynamical weather prediction data during the international planetary boundary layer
(PBL) campaign in Szeged, Hungary.
Key-words: aviation meteorology, Unmanned Aircraft Systems, integrated forecast
system, fuzzy logic, WRF model, visibility, cloud ceiling

1. Introduction
Application of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) for both civilian and military
purposes spreads very rapidly worldwide because of its low operational costs
that are expected to even more decrease significantly in the near future (Gertler,
2012; Watts, 2012). Unmanned systems are playing more and more significant
role in military and civil operations also in Hungary (Fekete and Palik, 2012;
Somlyai et al., 2012; Restás, 2013). Aerial support for natural or industrial
disaster management, monitoring (earthquakes, floods and forest fire etc.),
government and private survey (cartography, agriculture, wild life monitoring,
border control, security and maintenance control for industrial companies,
electricity cords or oil and gas pipeline networks, etc.) and the defense of critical
infrastructures may benefit from the onboard instruments that might be the
payload of such UASs (Adams and Friedland, 2011; Gyöngyösi et al., 2013;
Restás and Dudás, 2013). Unmanned aviation, on the other hand, is even more
sensitive to the actual weather situation than manned flights. Due to their
smaller dimensions compared to manned vehicles, the areodynamic processes
during flight that highly depend on the present state of the atmosphere are
affecting the reliability of flight in a manner more sensitive than for larger sized
aircrafts. In addition, the weather itself is able to modify not only the
(aero)dynamic aspects of aviation processes but the navigation and execution of
a given mission (reconnaissance, observation, etc.), too. The mentioned
atmospheric influence on the aviation is more important in the case of unmanned
flights which are controlled by autonomous onboard robotic systems or remote
pilots (Williams, 2004; Drury et al., 2006). These airplanes usually have
relatively large wings with a slim airfoil and significant surface area, thus, they
are especially sensitive to gusts, turbulence, and airframe icing as well. Beyond
that – similarly to manned ones –, they are also sensitive to heavy precipitation,
low cloud, and poor visibility condition during their flights (Østbø et al., 2004;
Hadobács et al., 2013).
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In spite of the relative ease of controlling of most UAS, weather hazards
may be extremely dangerous to their flights. Numerous UAS crashes and
accidents were reported that were principally caused by hazardous weather
factors. Despite of the mentioned sensitivity of UASs to weather – at present –,
the number of systems that are specially developed for the meteorological
support of UAS operators is relatively low (Garcia et al., 2013; Sun et al.,
2014).
In order to decrease the weather-related risks during UAS flights, we had
developed a complex meteorological support system for UAS users, mission
specialists, and decision makers. This system is based on an integrated
weather prediction software, the Integrated Forecasting System (IAFS).
Calibration and verification have been carried out using a special
meteorological UAS, called the Hungarian Unmanned Meteorological
Aircraft System (HUMAS). Finally, it is important to point out that this
meteorological support system can easily be adopted for any location at all
over the world, because the applied meteorological data and numerical model
system are mainly open-access.
2. The Integrated Aviation Forecast System (IAFS)
Prediction of key aviation meteorological parameters such as visibility and
ceiling is one of the greatest challenges for an operational forecaster. These
variables are usually the Achilles’ heel of numerical weather prediction (NWP)
models, too (Jacobs and Maat, 2005; Souders and Showalter, 2008; Hirardelli
and Glahn, 2010). Unfortunately, most of the phenomena which are affecting
flight operations are not predicted directly even by high resolution NWP models.
Visibility and ceiling are playing clearly a key role in the success of UAS
missions, (Bankert and Hadjimichael, 2007). Usually, the operational minima of
UAS flights are below the limits of special mission execution. For example, for
reconnaissance or surveillance tasks, poor visibility and low ceiling can
eliminate the mission but yield no restrictions to the UAS flight itself.
Accordingly, high resolution NWP model output data should be processed
parallel to a statistical analysis of archive database for a given weather
situation to produce the best combination forecast in a certain occasion. To
solve the challenge of visibility and ceiling prediction, we developed the
Integrated Aviation Forecast System (IAFS) which consists of i) a suitable,
specially tuned NWP model, ii) a statistical climatological prediction
component, which all together are capable to generate iii) a reliable and
appropriate hybrid (combined statistical and numerical) aviation
meteorological forecasts for UAS operations.
The construction of the experimental complex meteorological IAFS is
based on the following parts:
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m
missions.
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3. Statistical approach in the IAFS
Fuzzy logic based analog forecasting is a quiet new and effective tool of ultrashort term weather forecasting (Hansen, 2007).
The basic principle of analog forecasting is well known (from Toth, 1989) as
to find similar weather situations in the past to the current and recent conditions
and rank them according to the degree of their similarity in the interest of giving
relevant information for weather forecasts. The term weather situation hereafter is
meant as a couple-of-hour continuous observation. Therefore, analog forecasting
does not work without a relevant climatic database which contains the
meteorological parameters planned to forecast in the future. We had set up an
appropriate database for Hungarian military airbases (LHKE, LHPA, and LHSN)
and for the largest Hungarian international airport (LHBP), based on routine
aviation weather reports (METARs) (Bottyán et al., 2012; Wantuch et al., 2013).
Fig. 2 presents the location of airports. The applied database contains the
meteorological variables for every half hour from 2006. More than 30 variables
have been introduced, including the parameters both in raw and derived formats
(e.g., year, month, day, hour, minute vs. day of the year). The records are more
than 99% complete, and the whole database is reproducible from raw METAR
reports in short time with our script (Bottyán et al., 2012).

Fig. 2. Locations of four Hungarian airports inside the highest resolution, innermost (d03)
model domain that were examined in the present study (black diamonds). LHKE:
Kecskemét; LHSN: Szolnok; LHBP: Budapest; LHPA: Pápa. LHUD is the Szeged
aerodrome (black dot), the location of field experiments.
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The applied fuzzy logic based algorithm is measuring the similarity
between the most recent conditions and the appropriate elements of the database.
During the examination of every single weather situation, the model uses the
current and the eleven previous METARs’ content. The algorithm compares the
meteorological variables of every examined time step using fuzzy sets (Tuba et
al., 2013b; Wantuch et al., 2013).
The fuzzy sets – composed to describe the degree of similarity – were
determined by experts (in this case by operational meteorologists), which is a
common method in the development of fuzzy systems (Meyer et al., 2002).
These functions are applied for all compared parameters, to output the measure
of similarity ranging from 0 to 1. The individual parameters at a given weather
situation are examined one by one, and the overall measure of similarity for that
situation is constructed from the weighted average of the individual measures of
similarity of the parameters (Tuba et al., 2013b).
Obviously, the initial values (or situation) of a given meteorological
parameter from the most similar cases have determinative role in the forecast
process. The higher the difference between initial values, the higher the risk of
an inaccurate forecast of the selected element.
This led to our assumption: we could improve the accuracy of the forecast
of individual elements by using appropriate weights highlighting the importance
of them during the fuzzy logic based forecasting process (Tuba et al., 2013b).
As we have shown in our mentioned study: there are two different ways to
highlight meteorological parameters which help to give more similar initial
values for the parameters selected as more important. The first method is the
suitable designation of fuzzy sets. Unfortunately, this approach is very difficult,
because the expert judgments are hardly applicable on indirect way. In this case,
they have to define the potential modification of the chosen fuzzy set in order to
give a better prediction of the selected element. In another approach, we assign
weights to the meteorological variables. The higher the importance of the
parameter, the larger the applied weight. Because of the large number of
variables, the direct determination of weights was excluded.
We applied the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) introduced by Saaty
(1977), which is a widely used technique in different fields of life except
meteorology. This method is mainly used in multi-criteria decision making,
especially in solving complex problems from most different fields (Bardossy et
al., 1993; Al-Harbi, 2001; Tuba et al., 2013a). Its main idea is to model the
problem as a hierarchy. It is needed to define decision makers’ goal, the applied
criteria in decision making, which evaluates the possible alternatives and the
alternatives to be chosen. In our case, the goal is to find the most similar
situations in the database. Actually, it means the decision making. The
conclusion of the lines above is that the alternatives are the single weather
situations which are evaluated by the criteria: the different meteorological and
time parameters. The meteorological problem to be solved has seven-seven
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different criteria and sub-criteria, and more than 100,000 different alternatives.
The large number of alternatives makes impossible to apply the whole analytic
hierarchy process for finding the most similar situations, but for this we have the
fuzzy logic based algorithm described above.
AHP was used only for determining the applicable weights for the different
parameters as criteria. It was implemented by the first steps of AHP technique.
Firstly, it is necessary to apply pairwise comparison on criteria which is based
on general definition. In our case, these experts’ judgments were assigned by
operational forecasters’ joint opinion. The ratios of pairwise comparisons can
give the elements of a matrix. The best choice for the weight vector is the
eigenvector belonging to the maximal eigenvalue of this matrix (see Saaty,
1977). To determine the eigenvector, we used the standard power iteration
method. The received weights will be shown at the verification results.
Obviously, the matrix might be inconsistent due to the subjective comparisons.
We found an inconsistency of 2.5% which is less than the tolerable 10%, so the
results are significantly reliable (Saaty, 1991).
Knowing the calculated weights we can determine the similarity of the
individual time steps under investigation by weighted averaging of the single
parameters’ similarity. Finally, we calculate the overall similarity (Soverall) of the
examined case from weighted averaging of the similarity of time steps. The
current observation (t – 0th time step) gets the largest weight, and this weight
decreases rapidly as we go through time steps. It provides that the most similar
cases probably contain the dynamic changes and guarantee the convergence in
similarity during the examined time period. General description of the weighted
averaging is the following:

∑ (2
k

S overall =

n =1

n −1

⋅ S t − (n − 1 ) )

2k −1

,

(1)

where k is the number of the time steps applied in comparisons and St – (n – 1) is
the similarity value of the (t – (n –1))th time step.
After finding the most similar weather situations, we can compose a
deterministic prediction from the consecutive observations of the chosen cases with
an appropriate method. The model collects the 30 most similar situations which are
used for producing deterministic forecast. In the semi-operational phase, we used
the 30th percentile value of the chosen parameter as prediction following Hansen
(2007). We found that the percentile value is not independent from the examined
parameter and the category limit of dichotomous forecast. We plan to investigate, if
the verification results could be improved by dynamically changing percentile
value in the function of category limits.
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4. Numerical modeling in the IAFS
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model from the UCAR
(Skamarock et al., 2008) with the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) core,
version 3.5 (release April 18, 2013) has been applied to generate numerical input
for our NWP system.
WRF is a well-established, tested, and documented, non-hydrostatic, mesoscale meteorological model, applicable for both atmospheric research and
weather forecasting purposes ranging from micro to global scales. Its modularity
and flexibility together with its detailed documentation suited well for the needs
of our purposes (Passner et al., 2009). The modular structure of our
development provides the possibility to swap one limited area model with
another – e.g., ALADIN/AROME (Hágel, 2009; Balogh et al., 2011; Horányi et
al., 2011, Seity, et al., 2011) –to be used as a dynamical driver for the numerical
unit of the system.
Input geographical dataset have been generated from two different sources.
Landcover/land-use information were taken from the Corine 2000
(Coordinate information on the environment) database (Büttner et al., 2002)
adapted and modified for the applications in WRF by Drüszler et al. (2011).
The main advantage of this database with respect to the USGS (United States
Geological Survey) dataset (originally used by WRF) is the much more
realistic and detailed representation of land characteristic features (e.g., much
better and more specified representation of various types of forests and
scrubland; in addition to more than 3 times larger area specified as urban
land). These characteristics are essential in surface-atmosphere interactions
and boundary layer processes, the most valuable input for aviation
meteorology parameters.
Similarly, the original FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) soil
texture dataset has also been replaced by the DKSIS (Digital Kreybig Soil
Information System), produced by the Center for Agricultural Research,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences (see Pásztor et al., 2010 for more details). The
false over-representation of clay and loam type soils within the FAO data has
been removed from the input data, and sand (absent from the original database)
and sandy clay have been introduced in an additional extent covering more than
12% of the area of the country. The spatial distribution of the difference between
the two different input data with respect to landuse (USGS vs. Corine 2000) and
soil texture (FAO vs. DKSIS) geographical data fields are depicted in Fig 3. The
most significant differences are the representation of urban area, water bodies
and the under representation of evergreen forests in mountainous area, while
with respect to soil texture. Contrarily to the Corine 2000 database, which
covers whole Europe and can be applied to all model domains, DKSIS covers
only the area of Hungary, inside the political boundaries of the country and is
usable only for the best resolution (d03) domain (Fig. 4).
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In addition, soil hydraulic parameters used by the WRF model were
modified according to Hungarian soil sample data (MARTHA and HUNSODA),
giving more realistic values for the soil structure in Central Europe (Ács et al.,
2010). Sensitivity tests showed that even during a sunny summer day, model
results featured significant differences in terms of planetary boundary layer
heights with respect to the soil hydraulic parameters that have been applied
(Breuer et al., 2012; Ács, et al., 2014).

Fig. 3. Differences between the original and replaced geographical data with respect to
land use (top) and soil texture (down) databases, applied for the integration of the WRF
numerical weather model. Red (blue) shades indicate areas where the land use index has
been increased (decreased), and white areas were not changed. It can be seen, that for soil
texture, only the area inside the political boundaries of Hungary was modified.
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The model setup in the newly developed IAFS is the following. The
number of vertical levels is 44, from which 24 levels are below 2 km. The
vertical layers depth is ranging from 25–250m in the lower portion of the
domain through 500 m layer in the middle levels up to 780 m in the upper
portion of the model domain (see Fig. 4, left panel). Three level telescopic
nesting is applied ranging from 22.5 km in the coarsest (d01) domain through
7.5 km in the intermediate (d02) domain to 2.5 km horizontal resolution in the
high resolution lowest (d03) nested domain that is located in the Carpathian
Basin (centered N47.43; E019.18) and covers Hungary with 202 × 121 grid cells
(Fig. 3., see also Gyöngyösi et al., 2013 and Fig. 4, right panel).

Fig. 4. Vertical levels with higher resolution in the lower levels and deeper layers in the
upper portion (right panel) and the three level telescopic nested domain setup for high
resolution modeling of the Carpathian Basin in the IAFS system (left panel). Horizontal
resolution is 22.5 km, 7.5 km and 2.5 km, grid size is 97 × 97, 97 × 97, and 202 × 121,
respectively.

In order to apply a setup tuned for the special requirements of the
designated purpose, extensive tests were performed: 30 different combination of
parameterization setups (Gyöngyösi et al., 2013) – including 8 types of microphysics (types 3–9 and 13), 6 types of land surface models (types 1, 2, 4, 5, 7
and 10), and 8 types of PBL (1, 2, 4, 5, 7–10) schemes (see WRF-ARW
Version 3 user's manual, Wang et al., 2009) – have been tested. Tests have been
performed for 9 selected weather situations, all having aviation weather
relevancies (Table 1). Similar investigation has been made by Hu et al. (2010)
for the optimization of the modeling of PBL processes with the comparison of
three different parameterization schemes. An extensive test with a physical
ensemble, using different parameterization setup (e.g., Evans et al., 2012)
requires enormous computational capacity, while in the current project we were
focusing only to the study of a limited number of typical weather situations.
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The test case studies investigated in the current test were chosen according
to their aviation meteorology relevance, all of them are typical in the Carpathian
Basin, including heavy icing, deep convection, abrupt wind direction change,
etc. The list of the cases is detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Test cases (date and short description) of weather situations for the evaluation of
the numerical weather prediction unit
No.

Date

Description

1.

10.27.2012.

Widespread precipitation from a Mediterranean low pressure system

2.

09.20.2012.

High horizontal pressure gradient situation with strong winds, with a
special wind pattern

3.

01.19.2012.

Significant low-level inversion during winter period

4.

09.08.2012.

High pressure ridge transition resulting in significant and rapid change in
wind direction

5.

07.29.2012.

Deep convection resulting in local and heavy showers that were not well
resolved by most operational models

6.

05.12.2012.

Significant change in wind direction following a cold front

7.

01.22.2012.

Well documented severe icing case weather situation

8.

02.16.2012.

Convective precipitation from a high level cold vortex, temperature in the
mid-troposphere is less than –25 oC

9.

12.06.2012.

UAS test flight case for direct verification purpose

Model output have been compared to synoptic surface observations at
31 ground stations in Hungary located in the high resolution (d03) domain, and
operational radiosonde data of 4 stations located in the medium resolution (d02)
domain. Temperature, dew point, and wind data have been compared using RMS
error and a wind score derived with respect to wind speed and wind direction
differences. Results showed that in the surface data there is a wide variation in
humidity and temperature, while in the upper level only wind speed and direction
are significantly affected by the choice of the parameterization schemes.
From the analysis of the results the Bretherton and Park (2009) moist turbulence
PBL scheme, the WRF Single Moment Scheme with 3 micro-physics class
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(Hong et al., 2004) and the Noah scheme (joint development of the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction, Oregon State University, Air Force and
Hydrologic Research Lab) for land-surface processes (Chen and Dudhia, 2001)
performed the best. For parameterization the RRTM (Rapid Radiative Transfer
Model) for longwave radiation (Mlawer et al., 1997), the Dudhia’s (1989)
scheme for shortwave radiation and a modified version of the Kain-Fritsch
scheme (Kain, 2004) for cumulus convection parameterization have been
applied.
GFS data with 0.5º × 0.5º resolution was applied as initial and boundary
conditions for the limited area integration of the outermost domain in every
3 hours, with no additional data assimilation. Soil temperature and humidity data
were taken from GFS model as initial data only and were handled separately
from meteorological data as boundary conditions, i.e., it is not updated from the
large scale model during the integration. Appropriate adjustment of the lower
boundary conditions to the physics of the model was achieved during the spinup period in the beginning of the model integration. Input data was prepared
with WPS, the vendor preprocessor of the WRF system.
This model setup has been considered as the best choice for the current
purpose and it has been kept for operational integrations that are being run for
96 hours lead time, performed two times a day, initialized from 00 and
12:00 UTC, and 04:00 and 16:00 UTC, respectively. Data download of 1.5 GB
input data from NOAA server takes 40 minutes, model preprocessing and
integration on 24 cores for about half an hour, and post-processing for another
40 minutes. Model products are delivered to the users through the web interface
of the integration server itself 6 hours after initialization time.
For the need of UAS forecasts, two different post-processors (ARWpost
and the Universal Post-processor, UPP) are used. Output data is interpolated to
both pressure levels (with UPP) and height levels (with ARWpost). Times series
of predicted values at selected locations for (QNH) pressure; wind speed,
direction (barbs), and wind gust; temperature, dew point, trigger temperatures
for 1000 m and 1500 m deep thermal convection; grid scale and convective
precipitation (both accumulated and intensity); and different level cloud amount,
low-level cloud base (ceiling), and visibility forecasts are also published
operatively (Fig. 5a).
In order to support UAS operation in the lower troposphere (from surface
up to 3000 mAMSL) and above (up to 7000 mAMSL), evolution of vertical
profiles (time-altitude cross-sections) of wind, temperature, lapse rate, and
humidity are also plotted using shading and contouring at certain height levels
(instead of pressure levels), that are easily interpretable by the user (Fig. 5b).
Model prediction is presented in the usual form for the days of the intensive
PBL observation period at Szeged, from in November 27–30, 2013 (Cuxart et
al., 2014; Weidinger et al., 2014).
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Fig. 5a. Meteogram graphical output of the predicted time variation of surface meteorological
variables. Description of variables depicted on each panel, from top to bottom: sea level
pressure (QNH), wind speed (green line, m s–1) and direction (barbs), 2 m temperature (black
line), dew point (blue line), and the calculated trigger temperature for a 1500 m mixed
convective layer (red line), precipitation intensity (black bars), accumulated precipitation
(green line), and low-, medium-, and high level cloud amount (white shaded area in the
respective blue strips) with respect to time (UTC, horizontal axis), in the form as delivered to
the users through the web based interface. Calculated sunrise and sunset times (UTC) are
printed on the top right corner together with surface elevation.

Fig. 5b. Same as Fig 5a. but for vertical profiles of atmospheric variables: wind speed
and direction (barb), temperature, vertical temperature gradient (lapse rate, blue shades
for absolute stable, yellow shades for conditionally unstable, and red shades for unstable
stratification), and relative humidity.
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Inn additionn to basic model foorecasts, time
t
seriees of derivved aeron
nautical
weatheer parameeters are also giveen (Gyöng
gyösi et al., 2013). For ex
xample,
predictted therm
mal characcteristics (temperatture advecction, conndensation
n level
convecctive layerr height, thermal
t
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for all
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compuuted usingg both thee built-in scheme of
o UPP annd the deccision-treee based
algoritthm develloped by Wantuch (2001), including
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FogSSI aas a funcction of
predictted tempeerature at the
t surfacce and 850
0 hPa leveel dew pooints (Td) and
a the
wind speed at 8550 hPa.
D
Derived
iciing and tuurbulence forecasts are plotted on tim
me-verticall crosssectionns using different
d
m
methods
foor the estim
mation off the intennsity of pro
ocesses
(Mirelees et al., 2003;
2
Soussounis, 20005; Fövén
nyi, 2010).
5. Hybrrid visibiliity forecassting in th
he IAFS
Appliccability off statisticaal (i.e., annalogy baased) and numericaal forecassting of
visibiliity is limitted. Analoog forecassting is bassed on a special dattabase and
d on the
measurred inform
mation of the
t actuall (t + 0) weather andd a short pperiod beffore. Its
efficienncy (accuuracy or reeliability) decreasess over tim
me. On thee other haand, the
perform
mance off NWP model
m
is basically
b
constant over the examined
d short
forecassting periiod (ninee hours time
t
interrval). Thee correlattion coeff
fficients
betweeen categorry differennces – whiich are bassed on thee differencce of numeerically
predictted and observed
o
visibilities (Bottyyan et al., 2013; Wantuch et al.,
2013) – at the initial (tt + 0) andd latter tiime stepss show allso gradu
ual and
signifiicant decrrease oveer time (F
Fig. 6). Five
F
visibbility cateegories arre used
withinn the 0 – 8000 m, 8000 – 1500 m,
m 1500 – 3000 m, 3000
3
– 50000 m, and
d above
5000 m intervaals initiallly, the poossible ab
bsolute caategory diifferencess are 0,
±1, ±22, ±3, and ±4, respeectively.

Fiig. 6. Correllation coeffiicients of caategory diffeerences betw
ween numericcally predictted
annd observed visibility
v
at the
t initial (t + 0) and latteer time steps.
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Preliminary results showed that the error of the initial time step is in close
correlation with the latter inaccuracy of forecast from the same model run, but
only for an ultra-short time period. This gave us the idea to combine the different
methods during this period keeping their advantages and eliminating their
disadvantages at the same time. This kind of models run only every 6 to 24 hours,
thus the incorrect forecasts can be amended after the next model run which means
the same loss of time. In contrast, the refresh rate of statistical forecasts fits the
observation frequency which is not more than 1 hour. In consideration of the
above, we created this hybrid model, which is from the simple linear combination
of the statistical and numerical model outputs (Tuba, 2014):
Visibility

HYBRID

= a ⋅ Visibility

STAT

+ b ⋅ Visibility

NUM

(2)

,

where a + b = 1 and a, b ∈ [0; 1]. We specified that the statistical prediction
weights should decrease
• with increasing category difference, because it corrects the potential
initial inaccuracy of numerical model, and
• monotonically over time to provide the gradual transition between the
statistical and numerical methods (Bottyan et al., 2013).
On the basis of the above mentioned things, we can compose a weight
matrix, with rows for the absolute category differences and columns for the time
steps. Table 2 gives an example for this kind of matrix with statistical model
weights. Weights are optimized by verification parameters as absolute and root
mean square error.

Absolute
category
difference

Table 2. The potential weights of statistical model are based on an experimental experts’
first guess was examined on the LHSN data in the August 2013 and February 2014 period
t+1

t+2

t+3

t+4

t+5

t+6

t+7

t+8

t+9

4

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.65

0.50

0.35

0.20

3

1.00

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.55

0.45

0.30

0.20

2

1.00

0.90

0.85

0.75

0.65

0.50

0.40

0.25

0.15

1

0.90

0.85

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.45

0.35

0.20

0.10

0

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10
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6. The Hungarian Unmanned Meteorological Aircraft System (HUMAS)
In the Hungarian Unmanned Meteorological Aircraft System (Mikó et al., 2009;
Szabó et al., 2013) for meteorological UAS measurements the BHE Bonn UAS
has been mounted with the meteorological system as described below. The main
features of the aircraft are the following: 16 kg total weight with 3 kg maximum
payload, electrical propulsion that provides around 60–90 km/h IAS cruising
speed, approximately 60–90 minutes duration, and more than 3000 mAGL flight
altitude. The aircraft is equipped with a two-way microwave data
communication system with a range of 15–20 km. The meteorological system is
autonomous, independent of the UAS flight system, with its own power, GPS,
IMU, and other sensors. It can be easily mounted on any other platform such as
multi-copters or balloons.
The meteorological system is composed of a central unit and sensor units.
The central unit (CU) is responsible for collection of the sensor unit (SU) data,
pre-processing, and logging as well. The CU contains the power supply for the
system, the onboard computer, and an UAS key for the data storage as shown
below (Table 3).

Table 3. The structure of the central unit (CU)
Device

Application

BeagleBone A6 singleboard-computer
Replaceable USB-key
storage

Pre-processing and logging. Features: 700MHz ARM Cortes-A8, Linux
OS on micro SD card, 256MB DDR2

Power supply

Collecting of SU data
Power supply for the independent meteorological measurement system.
7.4V, 3300mAh Li-Po with 2 cells providing > 6 hours duration
depending on SU setup

The SU contains all those instruments that necessary for collecting data
usually provided by radiosondes. Because of the fast climbing and sinking rate
during airborne measurements, it is necessary to sampling in a high frequency,
particularly in temperature and relative humidity measurements (Martin et al.,
2011). According to this expectation, two sensors were placed on the HUMAS:
a Vaisala HMP 45 (slow sampling) and a Texas Instruments TMP102 with a
high frequency sampling rate (Table 4.). The sensors were mounted on the top
part of the HUMAS’s nose in a well perfused box (Fig. 7). The Vaisala probe
was shielded with a white PVC tube with holes. The high sampling rate gave us
an opportunity to measure not only vertical profile but temperature and relative
humidity anomalies in up- and downdrafts during horizontal flight path (Reuder
et al., 2009).
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Table 4. The structure of the sensor Unit (SU)
Derived
variables

Sampling
frequency
(Hz)

Accuracy

Resolution

Device

Measured
variables

TMP102

Temperature

10

0.5°C

0.0625°C

HIH-4030

Relative
humidity

10

±3.5%

0.5%

BMP085

Pressure

Barometric
altitude

10

±1.0hPa

±0.2hPa

GPS uBlox 6 SPKGPS-GS407A 50
Channel

ϕ, λ

Ground speed,
4
Track

Horiz.
<2.5m

3-Axis MEMS
accelerometer, 9-Axis Euler angles
(Θ, φ, ψ)
MotionFusion

100

16384
LSB/g

±16384
LSB/g

HMC5883L 3-Axis
digital compass with
Atmega328
microcontroller

Magnetic
direction (MagX, Heading
MagY, MagZ)

100

1370LBS
/gauss

1°

Vaisala HMP50

T

1

±4.0%

1%

Vaisala HMP50

RH

1

±0.6°C

0.1°C

Prandtl-tube with
HCLA 12X5EU and
Pdin, Pstat
HCA-BARO pressure
sensor

IAS,
Barometric
altitude

100

±6Pa,
±5mbar
(baro.)

5HP with HCLA
02X5EB and HCLA
12X5EU pressure
sensor

IAS,
Barometric
altitude,
Angles of
attack: α, β

100

±2.5Pa

Pdin, Pstat

The system included GPS, accelerometer, digital compass, and the Prandtltube or the 5HP five holes probe that allowed us to apply several wind
estimation methods, however, new methods were developed for wind
measurements which have a lower instrumentation demand (Szabó et al. 2013).
With the five holes probe (5HP) developed by the Technical University of
Budapest (Varga and Balczó, 2013), high frequency 3D flow data became
available (Fig. 7). With the combination of the measured 3D flow field and the
temperature and humidity data, sensible and latent heat flow, could be
investigated (Bonin et al., 2013).
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Fiig. 7. Track of flight No.
N 4, Szegeed, Novembeer 28, 2013 during thee PABLS-20
013
innternational measurement
m
t campaign (upper left),, picture of the HUMAS
S (bottom leeft)
annd the 5HP pressure
p
senssor (upper riight) and its mounting on the nose oof the HUMA
AS
(bbottom right).

7. Prreliminaryy results and
a discusssion
After the
t descriiption of the
t statistiical, dynaamical, annd hybrid forecast system,
s
followed by the presentattion of thee UAS baased meteoorologicall aircraft system,
s
hereaftter the appplicabilitty of the developm
ment will be demoonstrated. In the
following sectioon the evaaluation off the visib
bility forecast of a longer peeriod of
case is followedd by the prresentationn of the prreliminaryy results off an intern
national
atmosppheric bouundary layyer observvation cam
mpaign, where
w
the system haas been
tested and perforrmed suitaable.
V
fo
orecast
7.1. Visibility
In ordder to shoow the effficienciess of developed anaalog visibbility foreecasting
model,, the whhole climaatic databbase wass divided into two different and
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independent parts. The first one is for searching analog weather situations using
fuzzy logic to the selected reports which are from the second dataset and they
represent its every third hour. This control dataset contains the available and
selected weather information of 2012. Nine-hour-long categorical forecast was
examined (Bottyán et al., 2013). The number and interval of categories are
easily changeable in the verification template, so we can control the dependency
of the results due to the different values.
Doswell et al. (1990) showed that there is no omnipotent verification
method. For comprehensive verification of forecasts, it is advised to use several
skill scores and verification parameters (α, BIAS, POD, POFD, FAR, HIT, CSI,
TSS, HSS, etc – see Nurmi, 2003). To the calculations we used a 2 × 2
contingency table of different categories of the parameter under verification
(Table 5). As described in Bankert and Hadjimichael (2007): “Heidke skill score
(HSS) is computed to measure the performance of each algorithm relative to
random chance”. Positive, zero, or negative HSS value indicates better, no
better, or worse forecast performance than random chance, respectively. It is
very important to note, that HSS values remain correct with verification of rare
events, which is typical in case of low visibilities. According to the reasons, we
present mainly the HSS values of visibility forecasts of the different prediction
methods.

Table 5. Contingency table for categorical forecasts of binary events
Event observed
YES
Event
forecasted

NO

YES

a (hit)

b (false alarm)

NO

c (missed)

d (correct rejection)

Some naive forecasts (e.g., persistence) can be a standard of reference
Murphy (1992), or in other words, a competitive benchmark in the field of short
term forecast verification. Thus, we show the verification results of persistence
forecast on every figure for the comparability of outcomes. As it can be shown
in Fig. 8, analog statistical forecast was generated for every third hour of the
control period applying two different methods. Firstly, we did not use weights
for highlighting the importance of the forecast element; secondly, we applied the
calculated AHP weights. Each of them means almost 3000 model runs per
examined airports (LHSN, LHPA, LHKE, and LHBP) in 2012.
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Fiig 8. Averagge HSS of examined
e
H
Hungarian
airrports (see Fig.
F
2) for predictions of
diifferent categgory limits annd for the applied forecasst methods foor the year oof 2012.

Then we calculated
c
the HSS values fo
or both thhe methodds and all of the
examinned categoory limits (800 m, 1500
1
m, 3000
3
m, annd 5000 m
m), as welll as the
persisttence foreccast.
W found that appllication of
We
o AHP weights
w
im
mproved significan
ntly the
perform
mance off analog forecastinng during
g the whoole nine-hhour foreecasting
period. It is esppecially truue in casee of lowerr visibilityy (≤ 1500 m). The applied
a
AHP weights
w
m
make
anaalog foreccasting highly com
mpetitive w
with perssistence
forecasst in thesee categoriees.
Inn the folloowing we show a case
c
study
y, which represents
r
s how the hybrid
model can correect the diffferent vissibility forrecasts. Onn Decembber 23, 20
013, the
synoptiic situationn over Ceentral Euroope was deetermined by anticyyclonic efffects. In
Hungarry, the weeather was misty andd foggy in
n several places
p
day long. Onlly weak
cold frront touched the norrthern parrt of the country,
c
annd it causeed some changes
c
later. In Szolnokk Airport (LHSN,
(
12860) therre was brooken or ovvercast ceeiling at
4000 m during thhe previouus night. Due
D to the clouds, thhe visibilitty decreaseed only
to 30000 m. The clouds
c
didd not help the impro
ovement of visibilityy during daytime.
d
In the early
e
evenning hours the cloudss became scattered,
s
a due to the radiattion, the
and
visibiliity started to decreasse rapidly, and finally
y dense fog formed bby 21 UTC
C.
The most im
mportant part
p of thiis situation
n for us iss the foreccast period
d which
starts at
a 15 UTC
C. The ninne-hour tim
me period
d covered the formaation of fo
og. The
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numeriical forecaasts were from the 12 UTC model
m
runn, and the statisticall model
used data
d
from the 14:455 UTC andd the prev
vious obseervations. This casee study
intentioonally usees the situation desccribed abo
oave, whenn the num
merical foreecast is
significcantly diff
fferent from
m the obsservation at
a the initiial time sttep (t + 0). Fig. 9
by the diifferent
shows the obserrved and forecasted
f
d visibility
y values calculated
c
modelss.

Fiig. 9. The obbserved and different
d
preddicted visibillity values foor Szolnok A
Airport (LHS
SN,
122860) on Deccember 23, 2013
2
(t + 0 = 15 UTC).

The lowestt output value
v
of the
t out-prrocessing method oof the num
merical
forecasst is 10000 m. It means in thee practice,, that fog formed att the locattion. In
the firsst part of the
t forecaasting periiod, the nu
umerical model
m
signnificantly missed
to corrrectly preddict the vissibility. Inn the secon
nd part, thhe statisticcal model missed
to foreecast the decreasinng amounnt of clou
uds, and due to thhis, its viisibility
forecasst was inccorrect afteer that. Inn this situaation, the hybrid
h
moodel proviides the
best peerformance in forecaasting visiibility.
7.2. PBL
PB profilees from HUMAS
H
meeasuremen
nts and moodel forecaasts
In the followingg part of this
t
sectioon, the preeliminary results off an intern
national
measurrement campaign
c
in late Novembeer, 2013 at Szegeed, Hung
gary is
discusssed, on whhich the HUMAS
H
has been deeployed annd perform
med suitab
ble.
Inn the firstt iIntensivve operatioon period
ds (IOP), on
o Novem
mber 27 and
a 28,
2013, during
d
thee Pannoniaan Atmosppheric Bo
oundary Laayer Expeeriment (P
PABLS2013, in
i Novem
mber 25–300, 2013), Szeged was
w locatedd betweenn a high pressure
p
system
m over Cenntral Europpe and a loow one ov
ver the Ballkans. Airfflow was from
f
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NE to W-SW, and layer clouds between 800 m and 3000 m could be observed.
Not far from the site, to the North of latitude N45.5°, the sky cleared up and
remained clear during the whole night, but stayed overcast with occasional snow
falls over Szeged. After 2300Z, precipitation stopped and cloud cover decreased
from OVC to BKN, and finally to FEW clearing up until sunrise (0558Z).
Altogether five different HUMAS measurement flights were performed before
sunset and after sunrise. The main characteristics of the flights are summarized in
Table 6. In this section, the WRF model results of the high resolution (d03)
domain will be compared to UAS measurements, and also to other data from
different sources with respect to temperature, humidity, and wind features.

Table 6. Main characteristics of the HUMAS flights during the PABLS-2013
measurement IOP1 on November 27–28, 2013. T/O time is the take-off time in UTC, Flt
time is the flight time seconds, Hmax is the maximum height above ground level,
achieved during the flight, T range, Rh range, and p range: temperature, relative
humidity, and pressure maxima and minima, respectively
No. T/O time
[day UTC]

Flt time
[sec]

Hmax
[m]

T range
[°C]

Rh range
[%]

p range
[hPa]

1

27. 10 29:19

847

530

–3.4/2.5

66.8/88.1

955/1014

2

27. 12 49:37

674

483

–2.4/2.9

66.4/81.9

961/1015

3

27. 14 26:46

1444

1030

–5.9/5.9

62.4/93.9

901/1016

4

28. 06 04:28

2813

1979

–6.3/-0.2

63.3/91.9

806/1020

5

28. 09 34:41

3166

2178

–5.9/0.2

48.1/84.6

800/1021

Flight patterns have been selected to ensure maximum measurement
accuracy with respect to meteorological variables, especially the calculation of
wind components from GPS ground speed, (Prandtl-tube) IAS (indicated
airspeed), and magnetic data. The flight path followed vertically staggered,
quadratic path, keeping altitude for 3 legs and ascending/descending to the next
level on the 4th leg, respectively (Fig. 7). Wind component speeds have been
calculated from the ground speed differences on counter direction legs, and
corrected with airspeed and magnetic data (Cho et al., 2011; Szabó, 2014). In
addition to onboard thermometers and humidity sensors, the UAS carried an
additional Vaisala RS92-SGP radiosonde measuring unit for calibration purpose.
During the IOP, the vertical flow structure of the site has been monitored with a
SODAR equipment (METEK PCS.2000–24) in the lower 400 to 500 m layer.
From the comparisons, only for flight No. 4 will be presented here
(Figs. 10–11). This flight has been carried out during the morning transition on
the dawn after the night of 28 of November 2013.
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Fig. 10.Temperature and relative humidity data comparison. Measured data (HUMAS –
solid line) is compared to measurements by operational Vaisala radiosonde device
onboard of HUMAS (dotted line) and to the predicted data of the numerical weather
model (high resolution, (d03) nested WRF domain – black squares). Flight No. 4, Szeged,
November 28, 2013.

Fig. 11. Wind speed components U (zonal) and V (meridional) data comparison.
Measured data (solid line) is compared to measurements by METEK PCS.2000-24
SODAR (dotted line) and to the predicted data of the numerical weather model (high
resolution, (d03) WRF nested domain – black squares). Flight No. 4, Szeged, November
28, 2013.
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In order to verify the measurements to standard meteorological sensors,
temperature and relative humidity data were compared to a normal Vaisala
RS92-SGP radiosonde unit that was carried onboard. From the qualitative
comparison of Fig. 10 it can be seen, that the temperature measurements were a
little bit underestimated (negative bias), while humidity data provided by the
HUMAS were a little higher than the reference, yielding an overestimation in
the measurements. Comparing the measurements to modeled data shows that the
model predicted more stability in the lower layer than the real temperature lapse
rate, that might be a result of the under prediction of layer clouds and humidity
(and of radiative cooling near surface) compared to realistic conditions in the
lower layers. This sort of under-prediction in terms of humidity is clearly visible
on the right panel as well, where the modeled relative humidity curve differs
significantly from both measurements, especially in the lower 800 m layer. In
Fig. 11 data are presented in a manner same as in Fig. 10 but for U and V wind
components. Here the measured data has been compared to SODAR detection in
the lower 500 m layer.
From the comparison of SODAR data to HUMAS measured wind data it can
be seen, that there is a significant difference between the data over 300 m AGL. It
should be noted however, that other wind measurements during this campaign
yielded much better agreement to SODAR data than in this case, and the SODAR
measurements over 300 m in certain meteorological conditions are slightly
unreliable. Provided that the SODAR data are unreliable in this case over 300 m
and if we consider the wind measurements of HUMAS as accurate, we can verify
our model results to UAS measurement. It should be pointed out that the model
predicted wind direction relatively precisely, but performed poorly in terms of
wind speed, yielding in significant overestimation for wind speeds.
According to the preliminary results above, it should be pointed out that
HUMAS proved to be a suitable platform for micro-meteorological in-situ
measurement of the atmospheric boundary layer. Its operational costs and
flexibility are much more suitable to the possibilities and needs of PBL
measurements. As pointed out by Passner et al. (2009), Marius et al. (2012),
Stenmark et al. (2014), for example, UAS measurements can yield valuable
atmospheric data not only for experimental research but it may become an
operational source of data for regional model calculations in the near future.
8. Conclusions
Proper, detailed, and significant meteorological support is essential during the
planning and executing phases of civilian and military UAS missions. For the
smooth operation of such systems, it is very important to generate accurate,
high-resolution, short-time predictions of ceiling, visibility, turbulence, icing,
and other aviation meteorological factors.
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The meteorological support system for UAS missions described in the
current paper is based on the followings parts:
• an adequate data base of four Hungarian airports derived from freely
accessible METAR data,
• application of statistical, dynamical, and special hybrid methods that can
help the forecaster to give prognostic information for the UAS pilots and
specialists,
• specially tuned and set-up numerical weather prediction model which
can provide high resolution weather prediction over the Carpathianbasin,
• special post-processing system which is based on model products for the
prediction of some hazardous weather phenomena such as low visibility
and ceiling, turbulence, wind shear, icing etc.,
• a special web site to deliver adequate meteorological information in
graphical, text and other formats via (mobile) web connection, and
• the first Hungarian meteorological UAS (HUMAS) specially equipped
for the purpose of boundary layer measurements, which has been
developed and successfully used during the mentioned project.
In the future, we can give the flight path optimization based on our
predicted weather situation, and also we continue the development and testing of
our UAS-based airborne meteorological measurement system.
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